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Fine-tuning the 
fiscal framework 
for smart transport
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T he Government is promising to 
publish a cross-departmental 
plan to decarbonise transport in 
2020, but are the Treasury and 

the spending departments really on the 
same page when it comes to incentivising 
sustainable transport?

The recent controversy over the 
Government-brokered rescue of troubled 
regional airline Flybe posed serious ques-
tions over the Government’s commitment 
to reducing carbon emissions from aviation.

Business Secretary Andrea Leadsom and 
Transport Secretary Grant Shapps asked 
the Treasury to intervene to save the airline, 
but environmentalists criticised Chancellor 
Sajid Javid’s suggestion that Flybe could 
defer paying its Air Passenger Duty (APD) 
contributions for three months and hinted 
at a review of the entire framework of APD.

Unlike international flights, domestic 
flights are subject to two APD payments 
because the duty is levied on take-off from a 

UK airport. Flybe said it collects more than 
£100 million in APD for the UK Exchequer 
every year – with the £26 levy on domestic 
flights accounting for almost a fifth of its 
average return fare.

Climate campaigners said that, while 
there were no rail alternatives on some of 
Flybe’s routes, such as Northern Ireland or 
Newquay, reducing APD on all domestic 
flights sent out the wrong signals at a time 
when emissions from the transport sector 
are the biggest source of greenhouse gas 
emissions from the UK economy.

Aviation produces around 6.5% of the UK’s 
greenhouse gas emissions – the vast major-
ity from international flights. This proportion 
is predicted to rise in line with increasing 
demand for air travel, yet flying from London 
to Edinburgh, for example, pumps six times 
as much carbon into the atmosphere as 
making the same journey by train.

Aviation industry trade body Airlines UK 
points out that domestic flights are respon-

Is the tax system supporting the transition to smarter transport solutions or  
does the current set-up actually hinder their delivery? asks Mark Sutcliffe

sible for only 0.4% of the UK’s greenhouse 
gas emissions and that all its members 
are signed up to delivering carbon neutral 
growth by 2020. Some of this will be achieved 
by using more fuel-efficient aircraft, but  
the remainder will be offset to halve the 
industry’s CO2 emissions (based on 2005 
figures) by 2050.

Last year, Committee on Climate Change 
(CCC) chairman Lord Deben made it clear 
in a letter to then Transport Secretary Chris 
Grayling that offsetting was not an accept-
able solution for meeting the aviation indus-
try’s emissions targets by 2050. 

“Aviation emissions in the UK have more 
than doubled since 1990, while emissions 
for the economy as a whole have fallen 
by around 40%,” said Lord Deben. “In 
the absence of a true zero-carbon plane, 
demand cannot continue to grow unfettered 
over the long-term.”

Friends of the Earth campaigner Jennie 
Bates says: “Any review of air passenger 
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duty that leads to cheaper air travel and 
more polluting flights would be a complete 
scandal – and rip apart Boris Johnson’s 
pledge to show leadership on the climate 
crisis. Instead, the Chancellor must use his 
next Budget to speed up the transformation 
to a zero-carbon economy, make rail travel 
better and more affordable and make the 
aviation industry play its part. We are dealing 
with a climate emergency and no section of 
industry or government should be allowed 
to act otherwise.”

The Flybe saga is just one example of 
where Government environmental policy 
can create conflict between Whitehall 
departments. While the Department of 

Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy 
and the Department for Transport joined 
forces to try to save jobs and maintain  
economic connectivity across the regions, 
the bail-out could place Javid in a difficult 
position.

If the impending ‘root and branch’ review 
of the railways by Keith Williams sug-
gests ramping up Government subsidies 
to train operating companies and Network 
Rail to deliver delayed electrification of 
regional railways and to press on with HS2,  

simultaneously cutting taxes on aviation to 
encourage more carbon-intensive domestic 
flights sends out mixed messages.

But the Flybe controversy is not an  
isolated case. While the legal commitment to  
achieving carbon neutrality by 2050 puts 
the UK in pole position when it comes to  
climate action and the Government insists 
the political will exists, aligning each and 
every Whitehall department to these lofty 
ambitions remains a huge undertaking.

So which areas of the current fiscal  
framework around transport need fine- 
tuning if the UK is to accelerate along the 
Road to Zero?
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FUEL DUTY: OVERDUE AN 
OVERHAUL?
More than a decade ago, the Green Fiscal 
Commission recommended that fuel duty 
should be increased to reduce the UK’s  
carbon emissions. 

Yet the incoming Conservative Government 
did the opposite. Increases in fuel duty were 
frozen in 2011 and, since then, car journeys 
have increased – possibly at the expense  
of more sustainable public transport  
alternatives.

The fuel duty escalator was suspended in 
2011. But, had it remained in place, a litre of 
diesel would now cost around £1.49 – 14% 
higher than today’s average pump prices.

According to thinktank Greener Journeys, 
the freeze has cost the Exchequer some  
£46 billion in lost revenue and has also:
n Increased traffic by 4%
n  Produced an additional 4.5 million tonnes 

of CO2

n  Reduced public transport use by between 
1.3% and 3.9%
If the Government is committed to  

reducing carbon emissions from road 
transport, the reintroduction of the fuel 
duty escalator – or a similar ratchet on 
fuel prices – is difficult to counter. This is 
especially so if the number of car journeys  
continues to increase, along with the aver-
age emissions per mile of new cars. 

Greener Journeys’ Claire Haigh says: 
“Currently, price signals are leading to  
worsening pollution and congestion. 
Over the past three years, CO2 emissions 
from the average car sold in the UK have 
increased.

“The Government has stated that from 
the financial year 2019/20, fuel duty will be 
uprated each year in line with the growth 
in the retail price index (RPI). They are right 
to make this commitment. It is vital that 
Government delivers on this commitment 
as a minimum if it is to begin to send the 
right price signals to road users.”

each journey generates for wider soci-
ety would mean that the majority of jour-
neys would be taxed less heavily than at  
present, although people travelling in the 
most congested places at the most con-
gested times would pay substantially more.

“It seems likely that congestion charges 
– or road pricing more generally – would be 
more popular if introduced in place of exist-
ing taxes rather than as an additional tax.”

The Grantham Institute on Climate 
Change and the Environment concludes 
that the differentials between the cost of 
running a conventional internal combus-
tion engine (ICE) vehicle and an EV need to 
be increased significantly to compensate for 
the predicted revenue shortfall.

The institute has examined the options 
and recommends an immediate increase 
in fuel duty to bring it back into line with the 
trajectory of the fuel duty escalator.

“To make a serious dent in emissions 
from transport, stronger incentives are 
needed for ultra-low emissions vehicles 
(ULEVs),” say the report authors. “The fuel 
duty accelerator should be reinstated to 
quicken the uptake of zero-emissions cars, 
incentivise fuel efficiency and discourage 
the use of private cars for short journeys.

“To be effective, the carbon price  
component of fuel duty should start at £40 
per tonne of carbon dioxide (tCO2) in 2020, 
rising to £100/tCO2 in 2050. This would raise 
the price of petrol duty by just under 10p/litre 
on current levels to 67.19p/litre before tax in 
2020 and diesel duty by just more than 10p to 
68.67p/litre (excluding VAT). Had the fuel duty 
escalator not been frozen, its level would 
already be aligned with this trajectory.”

The IFS’s Stroud adds: “It’s important for 
the Government to act quickly on motor-
ing taxation, whichever system it envisages 
for the long term – be that road pricing, or 
blunter instruments such as a simple tax 
per mile driven. 

“Politically, it will be much easier to 
introduce alternative motor-

ing taxes if they can be set 
against big cuts to fuel 

duties (which 

  If fuel duty 
increases once 
more, charging 
stations such as 
this one will be 
in more demand

was scrapped and in 2019 EVs and plug-in 
hybrids doubled in volume year-on-year for 
a 4.2% market share.

In the UK, despite a fall in sales of plug-in 
hybrids, sales of pure battery EVs continue 
to grow strongly – albeit from a low base. 
The fleet industry has become markedly 
more enthusiastic about the potential of EVs 
to cut emissions as well as costs, but the  
industry says greater clarity is needed over the  
subsidy regime and tax treatment of EVs.

Toby Poston, director of corporate affairs 
at the British Vehicle Rental and Leasing 
Association (BVRLA) says: “The industry 
needs more certainty over EVs before it 
can implement a faster adoption of them, 
because, as well as the cost of the vehicles, 
there are significant associated costs of 
charging infrastructure.

“The Government really isn’t giving us 
enough confidence to fully embrace EVs in 
several areas – from the future of the PICG 
to the rates of company car tax.

“We aren’t expecting the Government to 
write a blank cheque for all EVs purchased 
over the next five years, but assurances that 
the grant will continue for a clearly defined 
period – even if it tapers down over time – 
would give fleet operators the confidence to 
invest in the transition.

“We also need more certainty over the 
company car tax rates EV drivers will pay in 
the future. The confirmation of the reduced 
rates from April 2020 to April 2023 are  

are destined to disappear anyway over the  
coming decades) and before people get 
used to driving without paying taxes. Speed 
is of the essence.”

PICG: END OF THE ROAD FOR  
ELECTRIC VEHICLE SUbSIDIES?
Repeated tinkering with the rates and  
eligibility of the Plug-in Car Grant (PICG) 
along with benefit-in-kind (BIK) tax levied on  
company cars has hit confidence among the 
UK fleet sector – which buys almost 60% of 
new cars.

Withdrawal of the £2,500 subsidy for plug-
in hybrids (except those with an electric-only 
range of more than 70 miles) in October 2018 
precipitated a steep fall in sales of hybrids 
last year although some of that was down 
to a lack ofsupply. And a question mark 
now looms over the Government’s plug-in 
electric car grant after Transport Secretary 
Shapps warned EV subsidies “will go  
eventually” without offering any further 
detail or timetable for phasing it out.

When the Danish Government removed 
EV subsidies in 2016, what had been 
one of the fastest-growing EV markets 
in Europe collapsed almost overnight. 
Danish EV sales plummeted 60% in the first  
quarter of 2017 after the Government said it 
would phase out import tax breaks to ‘level 
the playing field’ with ICE cars.

However, they have since recovered after 
a planned doubling of the rate for 2020 

ELECTRIC VEHICLES:  
OPPORTUNITY AND THREAT
Greener Journeys also stresses the impact 
of a wholesale shift to electric vehicles (EVs)
on Government finances: “The Office for 
Budget Responsibility forecasts that by 
2029/30, fuel duty will make up only 1.1% 
of gross domestic product (GDP) compared 
with 1.7% today. For vehicle excise duty 
(VED) the figures are 0.1% and 0.3% respec-
tively,” says Haigh. 

“The total decline in motoring taxes is 
equivalent to £13.2bn a year in today’s terms. 
This is roughly the revenue generated from 
increasing the basic rate of income tax from 
20p to 23.4p, increasing VAT to 22.7% or 
increasing fuel duty by more than 50%.”

Some sort of fiscal re-engineering of 
the entire motoring taxation system looks  
inevitable, but what shape could that take if 
the Government’s environmental objectives 
are to be met while preserving the tax take?

Rebekah Stroud, research economist at 
the Institute for Fiscal Studies, says revenue 
from fuel duties would ultimately disappear 
entirely as people make the move towards 
using alternatively-fuelled vehicles.

“This is a fiscal challenge for the Govern-
ment, but it is also an economic and social 
one,” says Stroud. “Driving generates large 
costs to wider society that are not reflected 
in the prices that drivers pay. 

“The bulk of the social harm generated 
by driving is created by a very small fraction 
of journeys, made in very congested places 

at very congested times. Replacing 
fuel duties with a tax that varies 

according to the costs 

Any review of air passenger duty  
that leads to cheaper air travel and 

more polluting flights would be  
a complete scandal 

Jennie Bates, Friends of the Earth
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welcome, but we know from past experi-
ence that the Government is not averse 

to hitting company car drivers with 
a 3-4% hike in BIK tax. Ideally we’d like 
to see rates announced over a five-year  
timeframe to enable us to plan the transi-
tion, while offering certainty to our drivers.”

Poston also called for the introduction 
of additional benefits such as free park-
ing or use of bus lanes to make EVs more  
attractive to second-hand buyers or  
members of EV car clubs who don’t  
currently see a direct benefit from the PICG. 

This sentiment was echoed by head of 
motor finance at the Finance and Leasing 
Association (FLA) Adrian Dally, who warned 
that withdrawing subsidies without provid-
ing additional incentives to benefit all EV 
drivers threatened to undermine confidence 
in EVs across the board. 

The FLA has also called on the 
Government to assist the industry to share 
the asset finance risk associated with the 
volatility of EV residual values (RVs) in such a  
rapidly developing technology.

“The rate of innovation in manufacturing 
means the launch of new car models (with 
better mileage range) makes RVs for used 
cars more volatile, which increases the price 
of the finance,” says Dally. “Used EVs also 
potentially carry greater risk in the eyes of 
consumers, who may not have confidence in 
the lifespan of the battery.

“A risk-sharing scheme similar to the 
asset finance variant of the Enterprise 

Finance Guarantee Scheme could benefit 
both the new and used LEV market.”

The Federation of Small Business (FSB)
also called for greater incentives for SMEs to 
make the transition.

FSB Policy & Advocacy chair-
man Martin McTague says: “We 
need to see much more substantial  
financial incentives – and significant  
investment in our charging network to make  
it accessible to all – before we see any  
meaningful impact.  

“Fundamentally, these vehicles are still 
prohibitively expensive for big swathes of 
small firms. They want to do the right thing,  
of course, but it’s about putting the right 
thing within reach. Targeted scrappage 
schemes are one way forward, so too are 
subsidies, tax reliefs and the provision of 
bespoke loans.”  

RAIL FARES: ALL CHANGE  
ON THE RAILWAYS AGAIN? 
The UK has some of the highest rail fares 
in the world and the Government contin-
ues to regulate some of the most expensive  
tickets – typically bought by commuters as 
season tickets.

At a time when punctuality and reliability 
are declining in some areas of the country, 
under the Government’s regulated fares 
scheme, the cost of train travel increases 
each January – more than 3% this year.

Ahead of this year’s annual fare increase, 
the Campaign for Better Transport called 

freeze or reduction will almost certainly 
not happen any time soon. The costs are 
likely to be too prohibitive to Government for  
this to occur, meaning the annual regulated 
fare increases are set to continue for some 
time yet. 

“The obstacles that prevented widespread 
reform in the past – namely the cost to 
Government, the complexity of the regula-
tions and the political palatability of reform 
– remain largely as they were. It is not clear 
whether these can be easily overcome.”

ACTIVE TRAVEL: INFRASTRUCTURE 
INVESTMENT ESSENTIAL TO PERSUADE 
COMMUTERS TO SWAP FOUR WHEELS 
FOR TWO (OR NONE)
The Government and many transport 
analysts see the expansion of active travel 
– walking and cycling – as a ‘win-win’  
solution to urban congestion and the  
catalogue of health issues related to  
inactivity such as obesity, Type 2 diabetes 
and cardio-vascular issues.

Compared with countries such as 
Denmark and the Netherlands, the number 
of journeys made on foot or by bike in the UK 
is tiny. Although cycling has been increasing 
in popularity in some cities, a lack of cycling 
infrastructure and safety concerns are  
perceived to be holding back further expan-
sion of active travel.

The Government’s Cycle 
to Work scheme 

is one area 

where fiscal measures have seen modest 
increases in cycle commuting. Employees 
make a monthly salary sacrifice to fund their 
bike – making the cost up to 39% cheaper 
by saving tax and National Insurance on the 
purchase.

The Government refreshed the scheme 
last summer and lifted an earlier cap of 
£1,000 on the price of bikes funded through 
the scheme to allow employees to fund 
more expensive electric bikes.

Ruth Cadbury MP, chair of the Cycling 
All Party Parliamentary Group, says: “This 
vital expansion of the scheme to reflect 
new innovations in the market – such as 
the rapid growth in availability and demand 
for e-bikes – will help to ease the financial  
barriers and convert more potential cyclists 
into regular active travel commuters.”

It remains to be seen whether removing 
the price cap will increase cycle commut-
ing, but according to a 2016 report by the 
Institute for Employment Studies, while 
the Cycle to Work Scheme has increased  
average length of cycle commutes, the 
number of people regularly cycling to work 
has remained broadly static at around 
750,000.

And as a House of Commons Transport 
Select Committee report makes clear, 
cost is only one of the barriers to increased 
cycling and walking. While the committee 
members acknowledged the Government’s 
numerous schemes to encourage cycling 
and walking, they pointed out that most 

of the available evidence  
concludes that 

investing heavily in infrastructure that 
makes pedestrians and cyclists feel safe is 
the best way to increase participation.

“While building better infrastructure for 
pedestrians and cyclists is vital to increas-
ing levels of walking and cycling, the 
Government could also provide local author-
ities with powers to better enable them to 
give walking and cycling priority over other 
modes of transport,” says the report.

“Funding for active travel is too piecemeal 
and complex, and the Government has not 
given local authorities the certainty they 
need to prioritise active travel and make 
long-term funding commitments. 

“The £2bn the Government has said will 
be spent on active travel in this Parliament is 
welcome, but it equates to only £400m a year. 
This is a tiny sum compared with spending 
on other areas of transport—and is just 1.5% 
of transport spending in England.

“Expecting local authorities to make active 
travel a priority without providing additional 
funding would mean that they would have to 
find resources within their existing–already 
strained–budgets. This is not realistic.” 

for an end to the rail franchising system  
and major fares and ticketing reform.

Its chief executive Darren Shirley says: 
“Britain’s railways need to change. The 
Government has committed to end 
the current structures and franchising  
system which are unwieldy, unaccountable,  
unimaginative and ineffective, providing 
weak alignment with society’s needs, with 
neither passengers nor taxpayers getting 
value for money.”

Most rail fares are set by the train oper-
ating companies themselves, but around 
40% – including the cost of season tick-
ets – are pegged to RPI, which tends to be 
higher than the Consumer Prices Index 
– the Government’s preferred measure of  
inflation.

Season ticket sales have declined in 
recent years and many analysts believe that 
cost factors are forcing many commuters 
back on to the roads and into more polluting 
private cars – adding to urban congestion 
and deteriorating air quality.

But, as the current turmoil in a number of 
regional rail franchises highlights, the scope 
to cut fares without huge increases in rail 
subsidies is limited at a time when many 
train operating companies are struggling to 
maintain a profitable business.

Yet, overall demand for rail travel remains 
high – especially during the rush hour – and 
as the total number of journeys continues  
to increase, the UK rail network is  
approaching full capacity during peak  
periods, so the business case for cutting 
fares is difficult to make.

The long-awaited Williams Review is due 
to be published this spring. While this is 
likely to recommend sweeping changes to 
the industry, the prospects for delivering 
upgrades to the rail network while simulta-
neously cutting fares look remote.

Responding to the Campaign for Better 
Transport’s call for a reform of the fares  
system, the Rail Delivery Group, speak-
ing on behalf of train operators, says: “Rail 
companies have been calling for some 
time for changes in regulation to enable 
an easier-to-use, better value range 
of fares but it’s a red herring to  
suggest that reforming fares needs 
a change of ownership.

“Overall fare levels will always 
be a matter for politicians in 
deciding the balance of farepayer 
and taxpayer funding. Train companies 
would obviously support a reduction for  
passengers as long as it is funded on an 
ongoing basis so that investment to improve 
the railway can continue.”

A 2019 report to the House of Commons 
Library by Andrew Haylen says: “A fares 
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ownership  

The Rail Delivery Group


